
INITIAL VALUE PROBLEMS FOR SYSTEMS OF ORDINARY FIRSTAND SECOND ORDER DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS WITH ASINGULARITY OF THE FIRST KIND�OTHMAR KOCH, PETER KOFLER AND EWA B. WEINM�ULLERyAbstract. Analytical properties like existence, uniqueness and smoothness of bounded solutionsof nonlinear singular initial value problems for ordinary di�erential equations of �rst and second orderare considered. Particular attention is paid to the structure of initial conditions which are necessaryand su�cient for the solution to be continuous.Key words. Ordinary di�erential equations, initial value problems, singularity of the �rst kind,existence and uniqueness theory.AMS subject classi�cation. 34A12.1. Introduction. We investigate two classes of nonlinear initial value problems,�rst order systems of the formy0(t) = M(t)t y(t) + f(t; y(t)); t 2 (0; 1];(1.1a) B0y(0) = �;(1.1b) y 2 C[0; 1];(1.1c)where y; f are vector-valued functions of dimension n; M is an n � n matrix, B0 isan m� n matrix and � is a vector of dimension m � n, and second order systems ofthe form y00(t) = A1(t)t y0(t) + A0(t)t2 y(t) + f(t; y(t)); t 2 (0; 1];(1.2a) B0y(0) = �;(1.2b) y 2 C[0; 1];(1.2c)where A0; A1 are n�n matrices, B0 is an m�n matrix and � is a vector of dimensionm � n. In both cases we also will consider \terminal value problems" where theboundary conditions are posed at t = 1 instead of t = 0.Research activities in the �eld of singular problems as well as in related areas (seeenclosed list of publications) are a strong motivation for the search for a method tobe used as a basis for a reliable standard code designed especially for solving singularboundary value problems, and taking into account the speci�c di�culties caused bysingularities. Our aim is to develop a theoretical background for a shooting procedurebased on the numerical solution of singular initial value problems and this paperprovides the study of the analytical properties of (1.1) and (1.2) which have to be�This project was supported in part by the Austrian Research Fund (FWF) grant P-12507{MAT.y All: Department for Applied Mathematics and Numerical Analysis, University of Technology,Vienna, Austria. 1



2 O. KOCH, P. KOFLER AND E. WEINM�ULLERexamined before beginning the convergence analysis of underlying one-step or multi-step method. Here, existence and uniqueness of bounded solutions, as well as theirsmoothness, will be discussed.Because of numerous applications occurring in the form of singular boundary valueproblems1 this class of singular systems has been extensively studied, while there areonly very few papers dealing with the approximation of initial value problems (see[10], [12] and [15]). Moreover, as far as we are aware, there is no framework discussingthe solvability of (1.1) and (1.2) although this theory is quite important in the contextmentioned above.Various mathematical models of applications from physics and chemistry take the formof systems of time-dependent partial di�erential equations subject to initial/boundaryconditions. For the investigation of stationary solutions many of these models can bereduced to singular systems of ODEs of second order, especially when - due to symme-tries in the geometry of the problem data - polar, cylindrical or spherical coordinatescan be used ( see the Thomas-Fermi equation, [4], [8], [17]) occurring in problems fromquantum mechanics and astrophysics and the Ginzburg-Landau equation ([21], [29]),describing ferromagnetic systems and arising in superconductivity models. Furtherexamples are singular Sturm-Liouville eigenvalue problems ([1], [26]), problems fromchemical reactor theory ([24], [28]) and applications from mechanics, especially frombuckling of spherical shells (see [6], [7], [14], [28]).Such problems have been solved numerically using standard methods in [13] (�nitedi�erence schemes), [14] (Runge-Kutta and Adams predictor-corrector methods), [22](generalized spline methods), and [28] (multiple shooting and Taylor series) and theirsuccessful application in numerical simulation was followed (for scalar problems) byinvestigations of stability and convergence properties in [13], [23] (�nite di�erenceschemes) and [25], [27], [31] (collocation and �nite di�erences). A �rst contributionto the analysis of singular �rst order systems has been made by Brabston and Kellerin [2] and [3] and Natterer in [22]. In [9] and [11] the existence of bounded solutions,�nite di�erence methods and collocation methods have been investigated by de Hoogand Weiss. The techniques developed in these papers have been modi�ed to handlesingular systems of second order, both linear and nonlinear (see [32]{[35]).An outline of the paper is: x3 deals with analytical questions for �rst order systemsand is subdivided into three parts for linear problems with constant coe�cient matrixM , linear problems with variable coe�cient matrix M(t), and the nonlinear case. Inx4 the analogous results for the second order problems are formulated.Throughout the paper we heavily rely on techniques developed in [9] and [32], andrefer for details to these papers. Particular attention is paid to the structure of theinitial conditions necessary to satisfy the smoothness requirements (1.1c) and to thediscussion of resulting consequences in the structure of (1.1b).2. Preliminaries. The following notation will be used. We denote by C n thespace of complex-valued vectors of dimension n and use j � j to denote the maximumnorm in C n , jxj = j(x1; x2; � � � ; xn)T j = max1�i�n jxij:1See (1.1) and (1.2), where (1.1b) and (1.2b) are replaced by b(y(0); y(1)) = 0 andb(y(0); y0(0); y(1); y0(1)) = 0, respectively, b being an appropriately de�ned nonlinear vector-valuedfunction.



SINGULAR INITIAL VALUE PROBLEMS 3Cpn[0; 1] is the space of complex vector-valued functions which are p times continuouslydi�erentiable on [0; 1], and Cpn(0; 1] is de�ned analogously. For a function y 2 C0n[0; 1]we de�ne the maximum norm kyk = max0�t�1 jy(t)j:We will also use the maximum norm restricted to the interval [0; �]; � > 0,kyk� = max0�t�� jy(t)j:Cpn�n[0; 1] is the space of complex-valued n� n matrices with columns from Cpn[0; 1].For a matrix A = (aij)ni;j=1; A 2 C0n�n[0; 1], kAk is the induced norm,kAk = max0�t�1 jA(t)j = max0�t�10@ max1�i�n nXj=1 jaij(t)j1A :Also for matrices, we occasionally will use the maximum norm kAk� on [0; �]; � > 0.Where there is no confusion we will delete the subscripts n and n � n and call C =C[0; 1] = C0[0; 1]; C(0; 1] = C0(0; 1]. For a 2n � 2n identity matrix I we introducethe notation I1 for the n � 2n matrix consisting of the n upper rows of I and I2 forthe n� 2n matrix consisting of the n lower rows of I .3. Analytic results for systems of �rst order. We �rst study initial valueproblems of the form y0(t) = M(t)t y(t) + f(t; y(t)); t 2 (0; 1];(3.1a) B0y(0) = �;(3.1b) y 2 C[0; 1];(3.1c)where B0 is an m� n matrix and � is a vector of dimension m � n, andy0(t) = M(t)t y(t) + f(t; y(t)); t 2 (0; 1];(3.2a) B1y(1) = �;(3.2b) y 2 C[0; 1];(3.2c)where B1 is an n� n matrix and � is a vector of dimension n.3.1. Linear problems with constant coe�cient matrix M . Consider theproblems y0(t) = Mt y(t) + f(t); t 2 (0; 1];(3.3a) B0y(0) = �;(3.3b) y 2 C[0; 1];(3.3c)and y0(t) = Mt y(t) + f(t); t 2 (0; 1];(3.4a) B1y(1) = �;(3.4b) y 2 C[0; 1]:(3.4c)



4 O. KOCH, P. KOFLER AND E. WEINM�ULLERThe aim of this section is to formulate most general initial conditions which arenecessary and su�cient for the solution y to be continuous on [0; 1].We �rst construct the general solution ofy0(t) = Mt y(t) + f(t):(3.5)Let us denote by J the Jordan canonical form of M and by E the associated matrixof generalized eigenvectors of M . Moreover, letv(t) := E�1y(t);g(t) := E�1f(t):Then we can rewrite (3.5) and obtainv0(t) = Jt v(t) + g(t):(3.6)To simplify matters, we assume J 2 C n�n to consist of only one box,J = 0BBB@ � 1 0. . . . . .� 10 � 1CCCA ; � = � + i� 2 C :(3.7)Lemma 3.1. Every solution of (3.6) has the formv(t) = �(t)c+�(t) Z t1 ��1(�)g(�) d�;(3.8)where c 2 C n is an arbitrary vector and�(t) = tJ := exp(J ln(t))is the fundamental solution matrix which satis�es�0(t) = Jt �(t); �(1) = I; t 2 (0; 1]:(3.9)Proof. See [5].We note that the fundamental solution matrix has the formtJ = t�0BBBBBBB@ 1 ln(t) ln(t)22 : : : ln(t)n�1(n�1)!0 1 ln(t) � � � ln(t)n�2(n�2)!0 . . . 1 . . . ...... . . . . . . ln(t)0 � � � � � � 0 1
1CCCCCCCA :(3.10)



SINGULAR INITIAL VALUE PROBLEMS 5From the structure of this matrix and from Lemma 3.1 it is clear that the solution v(t)given by (3.8) is not continuous on [0; 1] in general, and its smoothness depends on theeigenvalues of M . Consequently, we treat separately the cases2 � < 0; � = 0; � > 0.Eigenvalues with negative real parts. Before formulating the main result of thissection, we state the following lemma.Lemma 3.2. Let  > 0 and in J from (3.7) assume either � < 0 or � = 0. Then foru(t) := t Z 10 s�Js�1f(st) dsthe following estimate holds:ju(t)j � const: tkfk�; t 2 [0; �]:Proof. Clearly, js�J j � s�� n�1Xi=0 j ln(s)jii!and henceZ 10 s�1js�J j ds � Z 10 n�1Xi=0 s���1 (� ln(s))ii! ds = n�1Xi=0 iXk=0 s��(� ln(s))kk!( � �)i+1�k �����10= n�1Xi=0 1( � �)i+1 <1:Lemma 3.3. Let all eigenvalues of M have negative real parts. Then for everyf 2 Cp[0; 1]; p � 0, there exists a unique solution y 2 C of (3.3a). This solution hasthe form y(t) = t Z 10 s�Mf(st) ds;(3.11)and satis�es3 y(0) = 0. Moreover, y 2 Cp+1[0; 1] and the following estimates hold:jy(t)j � const: tkfk;(3.12) jy0(t)j � const: kfk:(3.13)Proof. We �rst rewrite (3.8) and obtain4v(t) = tJ �c� Z 10 ��Jg(�) d�� + tJ Z t0 ��Jg(�) d� =: vh(t) + vp(t):(3.14)2We exclude the case of purely imaginary eigenvalues of M; � = i�, leading to solutions of theform ti� = cos(� ln t) + i sin(� ln t).3This condition is necessary and su�cient for y to be continuous or equivalently, y 2 C[0; 1] i�y(0) = 0.4Here, J may consist of more than one Jordan box.



6 O. KOCH, P. KOFLER AND E. WEINM�ULLERChange of variable in the second integral,� 7! s = �t ;(3.15)yields vp(t) = tJ Z t0 ��Jg(�) d� = t Z 10 s�Jg(st) ds:(3.16)Since the function G(t; s) := s�Jg(st) is continuous on [0; 1]� [0; 1], vp 2 C follows,and it is clear from (3.10) that v 2 C i�c� Z 10 ��Jg(�) d� = 0:Thus the unique solution y 2 C satisfying (3.3a) isy(t) = t Z 10 s�Mf(st) ds =: t�(t):(3.17)This solution satis�es y(0) = 0 and there are no additional conditions of the form(3.3b) to be imposed.We now examine the smoothness of y. We substitute (3.17) into (3.3a) and obtainy0(t) =M�(t) + f(t):The smoothness result follows on noting that � 2 Cp if f 2 Cp, see (3.17). Theestimate for y(t) can be derived from Lemma 3.2 for  = � = 1, and the estimate fory0(t) follows by substituting (3.11) into (3.3a).We recapitulate: The results of Lemma 3.3 imply that in the case where all eigenvaluesof M have negative real parts, the initial value problem (3.3) reduces toy0(t) = Mt y(t) + f(t); t 2 (0; 1];y(0) = 0;and y 2 Cp+1 for any f 2 Cp.Eigenvalue � = 0. Let X0 be the eigenspace of M associated with the eigenvalue� = 0, and let us denote by R the orthogonal projection onto X0. Also, de�neH := I �R:Let ~R 2 C n�r be the matrix consisting of the linearly independent columns of R,and for any mapping P denote by R(P ) the range of P . In order to simplify thesubsequent analysis we select a basis in which M is reduced to Jordan form and usethis basis to construct the projections.Lemma 3.4. Let all eigenvalues of M be zero. Then for every f 2 Cp[0; 1]; p � 0,and every  2 R(R), there exists a solution y 2 C of (3.3a). This solution has theform y(t) =  + t Z 10 s�Mf(st) ds(3.18)



SINGULAR INITIAL VALUE PROBLEMS 7and satis�es My(0) = 0. Let m = r and assume that the r � r matrix B0 ~R isnonsingular. Then there exists a unique solution y 2 C satisfying (3.3). This solutionis given by (3.18) with  = ~R(B0 ~R)�1�. Moreover, y 2 Cp+1[0; 1] and the followingestimates hold: jy(t)j � const: tkfk+ j ~R(B0 ~R)�1�j;(3.19) jy0(t)j � const: kfk:(3.20)Proof. We �rst consider (3.14),v(t) = tJ �c� Z 10 ��Jg(�) d�� + t Z 10 s�Jg(st) ds =: vh(t) + vp(t)and show that vp(t) is continuous. De�ne functionshm(t) := Z 11m s�Jg(st) ds; m 2 N;and h1(t) := Z 10 s�Jg(st) ds:Then, see the proof of Lemma 3.2,limm!1 jh1(t)� hm(t)j = limm!1 �����Z 1m0 s�Jg(st) ds������ limm!1 const: n�1Xi=0 iXk=0 1m j ln(m)jkk! = 0and hence h1 is continuous as the uniform limit of continuous functions. Conse-quently, vp(t) = th1(t) 2 C[0; 1].Let J consist of one Jordan box. Then it is obvious from (3.10) that v 2 C i�J �c� Z 10 ��Jg(�) d�� = 0and therefore v has the formv(t) = c1u1 + t Z 10 s�Jg(st) ds;where c1 2 C is an arbitrary constant and u1 2 Rn is the �rst column of the identitymatrix. This implies My(0) = 0 andy(t) = c1e1 + t Z 10 s�Mf(st) ds;where e1 is the �rst column of E and the only eigenvector ofM . The generalization foran arbitrary J is clear and yields (3.18) with y(0) =  2 kerM = R(R). Consequently,



8 O. KOCH, P. KOFLER AND E. WEINM�ULLERMy(0) = 0 is a necessary and su�cient condition for the solution of (3.3a) to becontinuous. The smoothness results for the solution follow immediately from thesmoothness of f and (3.18).Finally, we derive a condition which is su�cient for y from (3.18) to satisfy (3.3), ormore precisely (3.3b). We substitute y into (3.3b) and obtain B0 = �. This yieldsB0 ~R� = �on noting that for every  2 R(R) there exists a unique � 2 C r such that  = ~R�.The above system of m linear equations for � is uniquely solvable i� m = r and B0 ~Ris nonsingular. In that case,  = ~R(B0 ~R)�1�:The estimates (3.19) and (3.20) can be shownusing the results of Lemma 3.2 for � = 0.We now summarize the last result: If all eigenvalues of M are zero then (3.3) reducesto y0(t) = Mt y(t) + f(t); t 2 (0; 1];B0y(0) = �;My(0) = 0;and y 2 Cp+1 for any f 2 Cp. The initial conditions My(0) = 0 are necessaryfor y 2 C and can be equivalently expressed by Hy(0) = 0, y(0) 2 kerM or y(0) =Ry(0). They contain n�r linearly independent equations. The remaining r equationsnecessary for the uniqueness of y are given by B0y(0) = �.We now consider (3.4). Since in this case all initial conditions need to be posed att = 1 the only possible form ofM is limited5 toM = 0. This case is not interesting inits own right, but in the case of a matrix with more complex spectral properties (seeAssumption A.3.2.) the next (fully obvious) lemma describes for the linear, decoupledproblem those components of the solution which correspond to the eigenvalue � = 0.Lemma 3.5. Let M = 0 and the matrix B1 be nonsingular. Then for every f 2Cp[0; 1]; p � 0, and every � 2 C n , there exists a unique solution y 2 Cp+1 of (3.4).This solution has the form y(t) = B�11 � + Z t1 f(�) d�;and the following estimates hold:jy(t)j � (1� t)kfk+ jB�11 �j;(3.21) jy0(t)j � kfk:(3.22)5To see this consider the structure of the solution v from (3.14) for n = 2:v1(t) = c1 + c2 ln(t) + vp;1(t); v2(t) = c2 + vp;2(t) with v1(1) = c1 + vp;1(1); v2(1) = c2 + vp;2(1).Clearly, c2 = 0 is required for v 2 C which is equivalent to the initial condition v2(1) = vp;2(1), butthe value of the particular solution vp;2(1) is unknown, in general.



SINGULAR INITIAL VALUE PROBLEMS 9Eigenvalues with positive real parts.Lemma 3.6. Let  � 0 and in J from (3.7) assume � > 0. Then foru(t) := Z �t � t� �J ��1 d�; t 2 [0; �]the following estimates hold:ju(t)j �8><>: const: � t� �� �1 + ��ln � t� ���n�1� � ; � < ;const: t� �1 + ��ln � t� ���n� ; � = ;const: t ; � > :Proof. We treat separately the cases6 � < ; � =  and � > .(i) � < :ju(t)j � Z �t ������ t� �J ����� ��1 d� � const: Z �t � t� ��  1 + ����ln� t� �����n�1! ��1 d�� const: t�  1 + ����ln� t������n�1!Z �t ����1 d�= const: t�  1 + ����ln� t������n�1! (��� � t��):(ii) � = :ju(t)j � Z �t ������ t� �J ����� ��1 d� � const: t�  1 + ����ln� t������n�1!Z �t ��1 d�� const: t�  1 + ����ln� t������n�1!����ln� t������ :(iii) � > : In this case there exists an " > 0 such that � =  + 2" and hencethe result follows fromju(t)j � Z �t ������ t� �J ����� ��1 d�� const: Z �t � t� �+" "� t� �" 1 + ����ln� t� �����n�1!# ��1 d�� const: Z �t � t� �+" ��1 d�;on noting that the function s" �1 + jln sjn�1� is continuous on [0; 1].6For  = 0 only the third case is relevant.



10 O. KOCH, P. KOFLER AND E. WEINM�ULLERWe now use the above result to prove the following lemma.Lemma 3.7. Let all eigenvalues of M have positive real parts. Then for every f 2Cp[0; 1]; p � 0, and every c 2 C n , there exists a solution y 2 C of (3.4a). Thissolution has the formy(t) = tMc+ tM Z t1 ��Mf(�) d� =: yh(t) + yp(t):(3.23)If the matrix B1 is nonsingular, then there exists a unique solution of (3.4). Thissolution is given by (3.23) with c = B�11 �, and the following estimates hold:jy(t)j �8<: const: t�+(1 + j ln(t)jnmax�1)(jB�11 �j+ kfk); �+ < 1;const: t(1 + j ln(t)jnmax)(jB�11 �j+ kfk); �+ = 1;const: t(jB�11 �j+ kfk); �+ > 1;(3.24) jy0(t)j �8<: const: t�+�1(1 + j ln(t)jnmax�1)(jB�11 �j+ kfk); �+ < 1;const: (1 + j ln(t)jnmax)(jB�11 �j+ kfk); �+ = 1;const: (jB�11 �j+ kfk); �+ > 1;(3.25)where �+ is the smallest of the positive real parts of the eigenvalues of M and nmaxis the dimension of the largest Jordan box in the Jordan canonical form J associatedwith M . This solution satis�es y 2 C[0; 1]\Cp+1(0; 1]. Moreover, if p < �+ � p+1;then y 2 Cp[0; 1] \ Cp+1(0; 1] and if �+ > p+ 1, then y 2 Cp+1[0; 1].Proof. Clearly, yh(t) 2 C[0; 1], see (3.10). Also, yp(t) 2 C["; 1], for any " > 0, andthe limit lim"!0 yp(") exists according to Lemma 3.6, where � =  = 1. Therefore,y 2 C. The estimate (3.24) follows immediately fromjtM j � const: t�+(1 + j ln(t)jnmax�1)and Lemma 3.6,  = � = 1. The estimate (3.25) follows by substituting y(t) into(3.4a) and using (3.24).We now discuss the smoothness properties of y. It is clear fromy(r)h (t) = � drdtr tM� c =MrtM�rIc; r = 1; : : : ; p+ 1;that p < �+ � p + 1 is su�cient for yh 2 Cp[0; 1] \ Cp+1(0; 1] and �+ > p + 1 foryh 2 Cp+1[0; 1].We now consider yp(t). The substitution of yp(t) into (3.4a) yieldsy0p(t) =MtM�I Z t1 ��Mf(�) d� + f(t) =M Z t1 � t� �M�I ��1f(�) d� + f(t)and it follows immediately from Lemma 3.6 that yp 2 C1 if f 2 C and �+ > 1. Weuse integration by parts to rewrite the above representation for y0p,y0p(t) =M(I �M)�1f(t)�MtM�I(I �M)�1f(1)�MtM�I Z t1 � I�M (I �M)�1f 0(�) d� + f(t);



SINGULAR INITIAL VALUE PROBLEMS 11and from the di�erentiation thereof we have7y00p (t) =MtM�2I �f(1) + Z t1 � I�Mf 0(�) d�� + f 0(t):Consequently, if �+ > 2 and f 2 C1[0; 1], then yp 2 C2[0; 1]. Continuing this processwe obtain analogous expressions for higher derivatives of y,jy(p+1)p (t)j =MtM�(p+1)I 0@Z t1 �pI�Mf (p)(�) d� + p�1Xk=0 k+2Yl=p(M � lI)f (k)(1)1A+ f (p)(t):For �+ > p+ 1 and f 2 Cp[0; 1], y 2 Cp+1[0; 1] and the result follows.General systems. Before discussing the general case we introduce the followingnotation. Let X+ be the invariant subspace associated with the eigenvalues withpositive real parts, and let S be a projection onto X+. Let P be a projection ontoX0 �X+. De�ne P := R + Sand Q := I � P:The above discussion of the structure of smooth solutions suggests to associate dif-ferent spectral properties of M with (3.3) and (3.4), respectively. For the subsequentinvestigations we therefore make the following assumptions.A.3.1 In (3.3) we assume all real parts of the eigenvalues of M to be nonpositive8.A.3.2 In (3.4) we assume all real parts of the eigenvalues ofM to be nonnegative. Ifzero is an eigenvalue ofM , then the associated invariant subspace is assumedto be the eigenspace of M .The following results stated without proofs are simple consequences of Lemmas 3.3,3.4, 3.5 and 3.7.Lemma 3.8.(i) Let y 2 C be a solution of (3.3a) with f 2 C. ThenQy(0) = 0:(3.26)(ii) Let y be a solution of (3.4a) with f 2 C. Then y 2 C andSy(0) = 0:(3.27)In both cases My(0) =MRy(0) = 0:7Note that sI�M (I �M)�1 = (I �M)�1sI�M :8Again, if � = 0, then � = 0.



12 O. KOCH, P. KOFLER AND E. WEINM�ULLERThe result of Lemma 3.8 means that in (3.3) the smoothness requirement (3.3c) isequivalent to rank(Q) = rank(M) = n � rank(R) homogeneous initial conditions,Qy(0) = 0 or My(0) = 0, the solution y must satisfy. In (3.4) the smoothnessrequirement (3.4c) is satis�ed by any solution of (3.4a). Clearly, both statements arecorrect for the special spectral properties of M formulated in A.3.1 and A.3.2. Westress that these assumptions establish most general singular initial value problemsof the form (3.3) and (3.4), where all conditions necessary and su�cient for a uniquesolution y 2 C have to be prescribed at one point, either at t = 0 or at t = 1.Theorem 3.9. Let the r � r matrix B0 ~R be nonsingular. Then for every f 2Cp[0; 1]; p � 0, and any vector � 2 C r , there is a unique solution y 2 Cp+1[0; 1] of(3.3). This solution has the formy(t) = ~R(B0 ~R)�1� + t Z 10 s�Mf(st) ds:(3.28)Furthermore, jy(t)j � const: tkfk+ j ~R(B0 ~R)�1�j;(3.29) jy0(t)j � const:kfk:(3.30)Theorem 3.10. Let B1 be nonsingular. Then for every f 2 Cp[0; 1]; p � 0, andany vector � 2 C n , there is a unique solution y 2 C[0; 1] \ Cp+1(0; 1] of (3.4). Thissolution is given by y(t) = tMB�11 � + tM Z t1 ��Mf(�) d�;(3.31)and the following estimates hold:jy(t)j � 8<: const: (t�+(1 + j ln(t)jnmax�1) + 1)(jB�11 �j+ kfk); �+ < 1;const: (t(1 + j ln(t)jnmax) + 1)(jB�11 �j+ kfk); �+ = 1;const: (t+ 1)(jB�11 �j+ kfk); �+ > 1;jy0(t)j � 8<: const: (t�+�1(1 + j ln(t)jnmax�1)(jB�11 �j+ kfk) + kfk); �+ < 1;const: (1 + j ln(t)jnmax)(jB�11 �j+ kfk); �+ = 1;const: (jB�11 �j+ kfk); �+ > 1:Moreover, if p < �+ � p + 1; then y 2 Cp[0; 1] \ Cp+1(0; 1] and if �+ > p + 1, theny 2 Cp+1[0; 1].In the next section we deal with problems with variable coe�cient matrices M(t).3.2. Linear problems with variable coe�cient matrix M(t). Here westudy initial value problems of the formy0(t) = M(t)t y(t) + f(t); t 2 (0; 1];(3.32a) B0y(0) = �;(3.32b) My(0) = 0;(3.32c)



SINGULAR INITIAL VALUE PROBLEMS 13where M :=M(0), and y0(t) = M(t)t y(t) + f(t); t 2 (0; 1];(3.33a) B1y(1) = �:(3.33b)We discuss two cases, M 2 C[0; 1] \ C1(0; 1] and M 2 C1[0; 1], where M is chosen tohave the form M(t) =M + t �C(t);  > 0; �C 2 C[0; 1];(3.34)and M(t) =M + t �C(t); �C 2 C[0; 1];(3.35)respectively.3.2.1. Coe�cient matrix M(t) 2 C1(0; 1]. Consider (3.32) with M(t) givenby (3.34) and assume that M(0) satis�es A.3.1. Then (3.32a) is equivalent toy0(t) = Mt y(t) + t�1 �C(t)y(t) + f(t); t 2 (0; 1]:(3.36)Theorem 3.11. If B0 ~R is nonsingular, then for every f 2 C and �C 2 C, there existsa unique, continuous solution of (3.32). This solution satis�es y 2 C1(0; 1].Proof. According to Theorem 3.9 any continuous solution of the initial value problem(3.36) satis�es for t 2 [0; �], y(t) = (KCy)(t) +  (t);(3.37)where (KCy)(t) = t Z 10 s�Ms�1 �C(st)y(st) dsand  (t) = ~R(B0 ~R)�1� + t Z 10 s�Mf(st) ds:Hence y is a �xed point of the operator (KC y)(t) := (KCy)(t) +  (t), where KC :C[0; �]! C[0; �] is a bounded linear operator withkKCyk� � D �kyk�; D = const:;see Lemma 3.2. Therefore, the operator KC is contracting for � su�ciently small,� < ( 1D ) 1 . Now the Banach Fixed Point Theorem implies that there exists a uniquesolution y 2 C[0; �] of (3.37). This solution satis�es the initial condition (3.32b) andcan be continued uniquely to t = 1. Finally, we substitute y into (3.36) and see thatthe structure of its �rst derivative isy0(t) = t�1�(t) + f(t); � 2 C:



14 O. KOCH, P. KOFLER AND E. WEINM�ULLERHence, y 2 C1(0; 1], and this completes the proof.We now estimate y(t) for t 2 [0; �], where � is chosen such that kKCk� = L < 1. Since(I � KC)�1 = I + 1Xi=1(KC)i;we have y(t) = �(I � KC)�1 �(t) =  (t) + 1Xi=1�(KC)i �(t):Using Lemma 3.2 we now derive a bound for  ,k k� � j ~R(B0 ~R)�1�j+ const: kfk�;and by the Banach Lemma we concludekyk� � 11� Lk k� � const: (j ~R(B0 ~R)�1�j+ kfk�):It is quite plausible that such a uniform bound for y exists and its form is not surpris-ing, either. It seems to be more interesting, though, to describe the local behavior ofy by deriving an estimate for y(t) for t close to zero. This is done by applying Lemma3.2 and using the above bounds for k k� and kyk� in (3.37),jy(t)j � const: t(kfk� + j ~R(B0 ~R)�1�j) + j ~R(B0 ~R)�1�j:(3.38)We now turn to (3.33) and assume that M(0) satis�es A.3.2. For a nonsingularmatrix B1, the classical theory yields the existence of a unique solution z(t) of (3.33),z 2 C[�; 1]; 0 < � � 1. De�ne z(�) =: !. In the following theorem we answer thequestion whether such a solution can be extended to t = 0.Theorem 3.12. If B1 is nonsingular, then for any f 2 C and �C 2 C, there exists aunique, continuous solution y of (3.33). This solution satis�es y 2 C1(0; 1]:Proof. Consider (3.33a) for t 2 (0; �]. Then, according to Theorem 3.10, any solutionof (3.33a) subject to y(�) = ! satis�esy(t) = (KCy)(t) +  (t);(3.39)where (KCy)(t) = Z t� � t� �M ��1 �C(�)y(�) d�and  (t) = � t��M ! + Z t� � t� �M f(�) d�:Again, y is a �xed point of the operator (KC y)(t) := (KCy)(t) +  (t), where theintegral operator KC : C[0; �] ! C[0; �] is linear and bounded. We now use Lemma3.6 to estimate KCy. For � =  we obtainkKCyk� � D �=2kyk�; D = const:



SINGULAR INITIAL VALUE PROBLEMS 15on noting that jt=2 �1 + ��ln � t� ���n� j is bounded uniformly in t 2 [0; �]. For the cases� < , � > , and for the contribution associated with � = 0 we havekKCyk� � D �kyk�; D = const:and therefore KC is contracting for a su�ciently small �.Estimates for the solution and its �rst derivative, analogous to those in Theorem3.10, can be derived also for the above case. We omit them to avoid unnecessaryrepetitions.3.2.2. Coe�cient matrix M(t) 2 C1[0; 1]. In this section we study initialvalue problems (3.32) and (3.33), where M(t) is given by (3.35). The correspondingsystem of di�erential equations readsy0(t) = Mt y(t)+ �C(t)y(t) + f(t); t 2 (0; 1](3.40)which is equivalent to  = 1 in (3.36). The existence of continuous and uniquesolutions of (3.32) and (3.33) is obvious from the considerations in the previous section(with  = 1). Therefore, in the following two theorems we discuss in more detail onlythe smoothness properties of y.Theorem 3.13. If B0 ~R is nonsingular, then for every f; �C 2 Cp; p � 0; there existsa unique solution y of (3.32). This solution satis�es y 2 Cp+1[0; 1].Proof. In (3.37) we set  = 1 and conclude that any continuous solution of (3.32) hasthe form y(t) = t�(t) + ~R(B0 ~R)�1�; �(t) 2 C;where �(t) = Z 10 s�M �C(st)y(st) ds+ Z 10 s�Mf(st) ds:We now substitute y into (3.40). Hence,y0(t) =M�(t)+ �C(t)y(t) + f(t) 2 Cand y 2 C1. The result follows by successively applying the above argument inTheorem 3.9.Theorem 3.14. If B1 is nonsingular, then for any f; �C 2 Cp; p � 0; there exists aunique solution y of (3.33). Moreover, if p < �+ � p+1; then y 2 Cp[0; 1]\Cp+1(0; 1]and if �+ > p+ 1; then y 2 Cp+1[0; 1]:Proof. The smoothness results can be shown using techniques developed in Lemma3.7. 3.3. Nonlinear problems. In this section we discuss nonlinear problems of theform y0(t) = M(t)t y(t) + f(t; y(t)); t 2 (0; 1];(3.41a) B0y(0) = �;(3.41b) My(0) = 0;(3.41c)



16 O. KOCH, P. KOFLER AND E. WEINM�ULLERand y0(t) = M(t)t y(t) + f(t; y(t)); t 2 (0; 1];(3.42a) B1y(1) = �;(3.42b)where f(t; y) is assumed to be continuous and Lipschitz-continuous with respect to yon a suitably de�ned domain.We restrict our attention to the case where M 2 C1[0; 1] is of the form (3.35) andstudy the systemy0(t) = Mt y(t)+ �C(t)y(t) + f(t; y(t)) =: Mt y(t) + F (t; y(t)):(3.43)Here, we assume that all quantities except for the eigenvalues of M are real.Theorem 3.15. Let f 2 Cp([0; 1] � Rn ), �C 2 Cp[0; 1]; p � 0, and let the matrixB0 ~R be nonsingular. Assume f(t; y) to be Lipschitz-continuous with respect to y on[0; 1]� Rn . Then there exists a unique solution y of (3.41) and y 2 Cp+1[0; 1].Proof. We �rst prove the result on the subinterval [0; �]. Then standard argumentsyield the extension to the whole interval, see x3.2.Clearly, solving (3.41) on [0; �] is equivalent to �nding a �xed point of the nonlinearoperator (KFy)(t) := (KFy)(t) + , or equivalently, solving the nonlinear integralequation y(t) = (KFy)(t) + ; t 2 [0; �];(3.44)where(KFy)(t) = t Z 10 s�MF (st; y(st)) ds = t Z 10 s�M � �C(st)y(st) + f(st; y(st))� dsand  = ~R(B0 ~R)�1�:From Lemma 3.2 we conclude that for a su�ciently small � the operator KF iscontracting (with constant L < 1) on C[0; �]. Consequently, there exists a uniquesolution y of (3.44) and y 2 C[0; �]. The smoothness of higher derivatives of y,y 2 Cp+1[0; 1], can be shown in a manner indicated in Theorem 3.13.Finally, we estimate y and y0. FromkKFyk� � kKF0k� � kKFy �KF0k� � Lkyk�we obtain kyk� � 11� L �jj+D max�2[0;�] jf(�; 0)j� =: r:We can now estimate f on the bounded domainU := [0; �]� fy 2 Rn : jyj � rg



SINGULAR INITIAL VALUE PROBLEMS 17and de�ne F� := max(t;y)2U jf(t; y)j:Using this bound and Lemma 3.2 we obtain for t 2 [0; �]jy(t)j � const: t(F� + j ~R(B0 ~R)�1�j) + j ~R(B0 ~R)�1�j;(3.45) jy0(t)j � const: (F� + j ~R(B0 ~R)�1�j):(3.46)For weaker smoothness assumptions on f , f 2 Cp([0; 1] � fy 2 Rn : jyj � r�g) withr� � r, the arguments of Theorem 3.15 can be used to show the existence, uniquenessand smoothness of y on [0; �]. In this case, though, the classical theory does notanswer the question if this solution can be extended to the whole interval [0; 1].Theorem 3.16. Let f 2 Cp([0; 1]� Rn ), �C 2 Cp[0; 1]; p � 0, and let the matrix B1be nonsingular. Moreover, assume f(t; y) to be Lipschitz-continuous with respect to yon [0; 1]�Rn . Then there exists a unique solution y of (3.42). This solution satis�esy 2 C[0; 1] \ Cp+1(0; 1]. If p < �+ � p + 1, then y 2 Cp[0; 1] \ Cp+1(0; 1], and if�+ > p+ 1, then y 2 Cp+1[0; 1].Proof. The existence result follows by representing the solution in a way indicated inTheorem 3.129 and applying techniques from Theorem 3.15 with Lemma 3.6 insteadof Lemma 3.2. The smoothness results can be shown in a way presented in Theorem3.10.We note that for the solution of (3.41), y 2 C1[0; 1], the value of y0(0) can be calculatedby using the local Taylor expansion at t = 0. Fromy(t) = y(0) + t Z 10 y0(�t) d�and (3.41a) we havelimt!0 y0(t) = limt!0�1tM(t)y(0) +M(t) Z 10 y0(�t) d� + f(t; y(t))�= �C(0)y(0) +M(0)y0(0) + f(0; y(0));which implies10 y0(0) = (I �M(0))�1�M 0(0)y(0) + f(0; y(0))�:(3.47)The above representation does not hold for the solution of (3.42), since in this casey0(0) may not exist.4. Analytic results for systems of second order. We now discuss the fol-lowing classes of second order problems:y00(t) = A1(t)t y0(t) + A0(t)t2 y(t) + f(t; y(t)); t 2 (0; 1];(4.1a) B0y(0) = �;(4.1b) y 2 C[0; 1];(4.1c)9Here, by classical theory, a solution on [�;1] exists.10Note that M(0) has only nonpositive eigenvalues and hence, I �M(0) is nonsingular.



18 O. KOCH, P. KOFLER AND E. WEINM�ULLERwhere B0 is an m� n matrix and � is a vector of dimension m � n, andy00(t) = A1(t)t y0(t) + A0(t)t2 y(t) + f(t; y(t)); t 2 (0; 1];(4.2a) B0y(1) +B1y0(1) = �;(4.2b) y 2 C[0; 1];(4.2c)where B0; B1 are 2n�n matrices and � is a vector of dimension 2n. We use the lineartransformation z(t) = (z1(t); z2(t))T := (y(t); ty0(t))T to transform the second ordersystem to the �rst order form and obtainz0(t) = M(t)t z(t) + t�f(t; z(t)); t 2 (0; 1];(4.3)where M(t) = � 0 IA0(t) I +A1(t) � ; �f(t; z(t)) = � 0f (t; z1(t)) � :(4.4)Clearly, techniques and results from x3 can now be utilized in the investigations of (4.1)and (4.2). Notation is used accordingly. Especially, we again associate assumptionsA.3.1 and A.3.2. with the matrix M := M(0) occurring in the transformed versionsof problems (4.1) and (4.2), respectively.Linear problems with constant coe�cient matrices A0 and A1. As a �rst stepin the analysis of second order systems we study the linear problemy00(t) = A1t y0(t) + A0t2 y(t) + f(t); t 2 (0; 1];(4.5a) B0y(0) = �;(4.5b) A0y(0) = 0; y0(0) = 0:(4.5c)Theorem 4.1. Let m = r and assume that the r � r matrix B0I1 ~R is nonsingular.Then for every f 2 Cp[0; 1]; p � 0, there is a unique continuous11 solution of (4.5).This solution has the formy(t) = I1 ~R(B0I1 ~R)�1� + t2I1 Z 10 ss�M �f(st) ds;(4.6) y0(t) = tI2 Z 10 ss�M �f(st) ds:(4.7)Moreover, y 2 Cp+2[0; 1], and the following estimates hold:jy(t)j � const: t2kfk+ j ~R(B0I1 ~R)�1�j;(4.8) jy0(t)j � const: tkfk;(4.9) jy00(t)j � const: kfk:(4.10)11Conditions (4.5c) are necessary and su�cient for the solution of (4.5a) to be continuous.



SINGULAR INITIAL VALUE PROBLEMS 19Proof. Consider the �rst order problemz0(t) = Mt z(t) + t�f(t); t 2 (0; 1];(4.11a) B0z1(0) = �;(4.11b)where M = � 0 IA0 I +A1 � ; �f(t) = � 0f(t) � :(4.12)Then by Theorem 3.9 the only continuous solution of (4.11a) has the formz(t) =  + t2 Z 10 ss�M �f(st) ds;where  2 kerM = R(R). We now choose  in such a way that (4.11b) is satis�ed.Note that the special form ofM forces a certain structure of  = (1; 2)T . Obviously,M = 0 implies 2 = 0. Let 1 = I1 ~R�, see the proof of Lemma 3.4 for notation,and substitute z1(0) = I1 ~R� into (4.11b). Then 1 = I1 ~R(B0I1 ~R)�1� and hencethe representations (4.6) and (4.7) follow. Condition A0y(0) = 0 is a consequence ofz(0) 2 kerM ,Mz(0) = 0 and y0(0) = 0 follows from (4.7).Finally, from Theorem 3.9 we conclude y 2 Cp+1[0; 1] and the substitution of (4.6) and(4.7) into (4.5a) yields y 2 Cp+2[0; 1]. All estimates can be derived in a straightforwardmanner.Note that  2 kerM i� 1 2 kerA0 and r = rank(R) = n�rank(A0) = 2n�rank(M) �n. This means in particular, that M nonsingular implies A0 nonsingular. Conse-quently, if all real parts of the eigenvalues of M are negative, then the homogeneousinitial condition z(0) = 0 for the �rst order system corresponds to y(0) = 0; y0(0) = 0for the second order one, otherwise Mz(0) = 0 corresponds to A0y(0) = 0; y0(0) = 0:This set of equations provides rank(A0) +n = 2n� r linearly independent conditionsto be satis�ed for y 2 C. The remaining r conditions necessary for the uniqueness ofy are given by B0y(0) = �.We now deal with the problemy00(t) = A1t y0(t) + A0t2 y(t) + f(t); t 2 (0; 1];(4.13a) B0y(1) +B1y0(1) = �;(4.13b)and formulate the standard result in the following theorem.Theorem 4.2. Let the 2n � 2n matrix B0B1 be nonsingular. Then for every f 2Cp[0; 1]; p � 0, there is a unique solution y of (4.13) and y 2 C[0; 1] \ Cp+2(0; 1].This solution has the formy(t) = I1tM �(B0B1)�1� + Z t1 ���M �f(�) d�� ;(4.14) y0(t) = I2tM�I �(B0B1)�1� + Z t1 ���M �f(�) d�� ;(4.15)



20 O. KOCH, P. KOFLER AND E. WEINM�ULLERand the following estimates hold:jy(t)j � 8<: const: (t�+(1 + j ln(t)jnmax�1) + 1)(j(B0B1)�1�j+ kfk); �+ < 2;const: (t2(1 + j ln(t)jnmax) + 1)(j(B0B1)�1�j+ kfk); �+ = 2;const: (t2 + 1)(j(B0B1)�1�j+ kfk); �+ > 2;jy0(t)j � 8<: const: (t�+�1(1 + j ln(t)jnmax�1)(j(B0B1)�1�j+ kfk) + kfk); �+ < 2;const: t(1 + j ln(t)jnmax)(j(B0B1)�1�j+ kfk); �+ = 2;const: t(j(B0B1)�1�j+ kfk); �+ > 2;jy00(t)j � 8<: const: t�+�2(1 + j ln(t)jnmax�1)(j(B0B1)�1�j+ kfk); �+ < 2;const: (1 + j ln(t)jnmax)(j(B0B1)�1�j+ kfk); �+ = 2;const: (j(B0B1)�1�j+ kfk); �+ > 2;where �+ is the smallest positive real part of the eigenvalues of M and nmax is thedimension of the largest Jordan box in the Jordan canonical form of M . Moreover,if p < �+ � p + 1, then y 2 Cp[0; 1] \ Cp+2(0; 1] and if p + 1 < �+ � p + 2, theny 2 Cp+1[0; 1] \ Cp+2(0; 1]. Finally, y 2 Cp+2[0; 1] if �+ > p+ 2.Proof. Theorem 3.10 and Lemma 3.6 with  = 2. The estimates for y00 follow bycombining the bounds derived separately for the components of the solution associatedwith the eigenvalue � = 0 and the eigenvalues with positive real parts.Linear problems with variable coe�cient matrices A0(t) and A1(t). We �rstconsider the problemy00(t) = A1(t)t y0(t) + A0(t)t2 y(t) + f(t); t 2 (0; 1];(4.16a) B0y(0) = �;(4.16b) A0y(0) = 0; y0(0) = 0;(4.16c)where A0 := A0(0): Motivated by the smoothness statements from Theorems 3.11and 3.13, we assume A0; A1 2 C1[0; 1] and write both matrices in the formAi(t) = Ai(0) + tCi(t); Ci 2 C[0; 1]; i = 1; 2:(4.17)Transformation to a �rst order problem yieldsz0(t) = Mt z(t)+ �C(t)z(t) + t�f(t);(4.18)whereM := � 0 IA0(0) I +A1(0) � ; �C(t) := � 0 0C0(t) C1(t) � ; �f(t) := � 0f(t) � :In the next theorem we need a �ner structure of A0 than of A1 and therefore weadditionally assumeA0(t) = A0(0) + tC0(t) = A0(0) + tA00(0) + t2D0(t); D0 2 C:(4.19)Theorem 4.3. Let the matrix B0I1 ~R be nonsingular. Then for every f; C1 2 Cp[0; 1]and C0 2 Cp+1[0; 1]; p � 0, there exists a unique solution y of (4.16) i� A00(0)y(0) = 0.



SINGULAR INITIAL VALUE PROBLEMS 21This solution satis�es y 2 Cp+2[0; 1]. Moreover, there exists a � > 0; such that forevery t 2 [0; �] the following estimates hold:jy(t)j � const: t2(j ~R(B0I1 ~R)�1�j+ kfk�) + j ~R(B0I1 ~R)�1�j;(4.20) jy0(t)j � const: t(j ~R(B0I1 ~R)�1�j+ kfk�);(4.21) jy00(t)j � const: (j ~R(B0I1 ~R)�1�j+ kfk�):(4.22)Proof. Consider the problemz0(t) = Mt z(t)+ �C(t)z(t) + t�f(t); t 2 [0; �];(4.23a) B0z1(0) = �:(4.23b)De�ne  := (1; 0)T 2 R(R); 1 := I1 ~R(B0I1 ~R)�1�12: It follows from Theorem 3.13that for su�ciently small � there exists a unique solution z 2 Cp+1[0; �] of (4.23).This solution has the form z(t) =  + t�(t) and satis�es Qz(0) = 0. Substituting zinto (4.18) gives z0(t) = 1tMz(t)+ �C(t) + t( �C(t)�(t)+�f(t)):(4.24)We conclude y = z1 2 Cp+2[0; �] on noting that �C(t) = (0; C0(t)1)T 2 Cp+1[0; �]and �C(t)�(t)+�f(t) 2 Cp[0; �], see Theorem 3.13 and Theorem 4.1.It is clear that in general y0(0) 6= 0, since fromz0(0) = (I �M)�1 �C(0)one only has13 y0(0) = ��A0(0) +A1(0)��1C0(0)y(0):In order to show that A00(0)y(0) = 0 is su�cient for y to satisfy y0(0) = 0 we rewrite�C(t),�C(t) = � 0 0A00(0) 0 �  + t� 0 0D0(t) C1(t)t �  = t �D(t); �D(t) = � 0 0D0(t) 0 � ;and substitute the latter expression into (4.24),z0(t) = 1tMz(t) + t( �D(t)+ �C(t)�(t)+�f(t)):Consequently,z(t) =  + t2#(t); y(t) = 1 + t2I1#(t); y0(t) = tI2#(t);12Note that A0(0)1 = 0:13(A0(0) +A1(0)) is nonsingular because (I �M) is nonsingular.



22 O. KOCH, P. KOFLER AND E. WEINM�ULLERwhere #(t) := Z 10 ss�M � �D(st)+ �C(st)�(st)+�f(st)� ds; # 2 C[0; �]:Clearly, the above y can be uniquely continued to t = 1 and the result follows.We stress that any continuous solution z of (4.23) satis�es M(0)z(0) = 0 and thecorresponding conditions expressed in terms of y solving (4.16a) and (4.16b) readeither A0(0)y(0) = 0; �A0(0) +A1(0)�y0(0) + C0(0)y(0) = 0;or A0(0)y(0) = 0; y0(0) = 0;if y(0) 2 kerA00(0):We now discuss the problemy00(t) = A1(t)t y0(t) + A0(t)t2 y(t) + f(t); t 2 (0; 1];(4.25a) B0y(1) +B1y0(1) = �;(4.25b)where Ai(t) is given by (4.17). Then we have the following result.Theorem 4.4. Let the 2n� 2n matrix B0B1 be nonsingular. Then for every f; C1 2Cp[0; 1] and C0 2 Cp+1[0; 1]; p � 0; there is a unique continuous solution of (4.25).Moreover, if �+ > p+ 1, then y 2 Cp+1[0; 1], if �+ > p+ 2, then y 2 Cp+2[0; 1].Proof. The existence and uniqueness of the solution z of the associated �rst orderproblem follow by applying Theorem 3.14 to (4.18).To show the smoothness results, we �rst split14 z,z(t) = (R+ S)z(t) = R(Rz(t)) + t�Sz(t)t � =: Rr(t) + ts(t);where s 2 C[0; 1] since �+ > 1. This implies the following structure of (4.18):z0(t) = 1tMz(t)+ �C(t)Rr(t) + t( �C(t)s(t)+�f(t)):Let �+ > p+ 1, then�C(t)Rr(t) = � 0 0C0(t)I1R 0 � r(t) 2 Cp+1[0; 1]and �C(t)s(t)+�f(t) 2 Cp[0; 1] and hence, the smoothness results follow from Theorem3.14 and Theorem 4.2.14Recall that S is the projection onto X+.



SINGULAR INITIAL VALUE PROBLEMS 23Nonlinear problems. Consider the problemsy00(t) = A1(t)t y0(t) + A0(t)t2 y(t) + f(t; y(t)); t 2 (0; 1];(4.26a) B0y(0) = �;(4.26b) A0y(0) = 0; y0(0) = 0(4.26c)and y00(t) = A1(t)t y0(t) + A0(t)t2 y(t) + f(t; y(t)); t 2 (0; 1];(4.27a) B0y(1) +B1y0(1) = �:(4.27b)We transform the second order system to the �rst order form and havez0(t) = Mt z(t)+ �C(t)z(t) + t�f(t; z(t));(4.28)where M :=M(0) = � 0 IA0(0) I +A1(0) � ; �C(t) = � 0 0C0(t) C1(t) � ;�f(t; z(t)) := � 0f (t; I1z(t)) � ;see (4.17).The following results are consequences of Theorems 4.3 and 4.4 applied to (4.26) and(4.27), respectively, where (4.18) is replaced by (4.28) and the Lipschitz-condition for�f is used.Theorem 4.5. Let f 2 Cp([0; 1] � Rn ); C1 2 Cp[0; 1]; C0 2 Cp+1[0; 1]15, p � 0,and let the matrix B0I1 ~R be nonsingular. Assume f(t; y) to be Lipschitz-continuouswith respect to y on [0; 1] � Rn . Then there exists a unique solution y of (4.26) i�A00(0)y(0) = 0. This solution satis�es y 2 Cp+2[0; 1].Theorem 4.6. Assume f 2 Cp([0; 1]�Rn ); C1 2 Cp[0; 1]; C0 2 Cp+1[0; 1]; p � 0; andthe matrix B0B1 to be nonsingular. Assume f(t; y) to be Lipschitz-continuous withrespect to y on [0; 1]�Rn . Then there exists a unique continuous solution y of (4.27).Moreover, y 2 Cp+1[0; 1] if �+ > p+ 1, and y 2 Cp+2[0; 1] if �+ > p+ 2.Finally, using Taylor's Theorem we can derive a representation for y00(0), where y 2C2[0; 1] is a solution of (4.26); see x3.3 for the analogous representation of y0(0) forthe solution of (3.42),�I �A1(0)� A0(0)2 � y00(0) = A000 (0)2 y(0) + f(0; y(0)):(4.29)This is a system of n linear equations for y00(0) which is uniquely solvable i� theleading coe�cient matrix is nonsingular.When applying a numerical method to solve (3.41) or (4.26) one often needs to providea discretization at t = 0 for the system (3.41a) or (4.26a), respectively. In most of15Again, assume A0(t) = A0(0) + tC0(t) = A0(0) + tA00(0) + t2D0(t) with D0 2 C.
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